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It was a match made in Vegas. Boy flies to Vegas to play. Girl spots him and asks to be his casino host. He agrees. They meet for 
dinner, have their first kiss, and before you know it, a Parisian garden-themed wedding is in the works.

“I’m not a very spontaneous person, but in less than a year I met a guy, got engaged and moved to Aspen!” said Inna 
Campbell, who wed Matthew Campbell on March 24, 2012 during an afternoon ceremony on a private estate in San Diego.

Inna had lived in Las Vegas since she was nine years old. When she grew up, she worked as an international marketing 
executive for MGM Resorts, which required a lot of travel. However, it was in her hometown that she met her husband.

Couple Plans Dream Wedding with Visions of Paris in the Spring 

by cindi r. maciolek
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“One day I was having lunch with a 
girlfriend,” Inna said. “We walked out of 
the restaurant and we saw a gentleman in a 
very ornate shirt. He made it very clear he 
wanted to be noticed. When I went onto the 
casino floor later that day, I saw the same 
guy playing. I recognized he was a good 
player and I invited him to have drinks on 
a professional basis. He didn’t call. The next 
day, I looked him up in the system to upgrade 
him. We had dinner that night. 

“He started coming in every single 
weekend from Aspen, always by himself. I 
thought it odd that he didn’t have any friends 
with him, but I felt so bad I took him out to 
dinner. Then we had our first kiss. I called 
him the next day and said we had to have a 
professional relationship, but he wouldn’t give 
up. He said I had to give him a try to see how 
amazing he was! 

“I went to my boss and told him I met one 
of our players because I didn’t have any issues, 
and he said it was okay. So, we started dating. I 
was traveling a lot internationally, and I was out 
of town for a month and a half. After that trip, 
I flew to Chicago to meet his mother and he 
proposed on March 24, 2011. One year later 
we were married on the same day. So, it was 
a very short courtship. We met in September, 

started dating in October and were engaged 
in March. I’m not a very spontaneous person, 
I usually overthink things, but a little voice 
inside of me said this is it!”

“From the moment we met, we had 
chemistry,” said Matthew. “I was at a place in 
my life where I was ready to settle down. She 
was at a place where she was ready to move 
forward. We talked about living in Vegas, but 
since my business in Aspen was thriving, it 
made more sense to stay there. I wanted to 
make sure she would be willing to move to 
Aspen, and she said she’d need to be married 
or engaged first.

“We went to Chicago, and Inna didn’t 
have any idea what was going on except to 
meet my mom,” Matthew continued. “I made 
excuses to go out to buy the ring. I took her 
to the Signature Room on the 95th floor of 
the Hancock Tower. We ordered dinner and I 
told her to stand up and look at the view. I 
got down on one knee and asked her to marry 
me. She didn’t eat her dinner after that and we 
gave it to the coat check girl!”

“I loved the couple from the start,” 
said Krystel Tien of Couture Events, the 
Campbell’s wedding planner. “Inna came to 
me knowing she loved the style of Versailles 
and Paris in the spring. I could see that Inna 

had an amazing vision and she just needed 
some help making it a reality. I am in love with 
France and Paris, and the idea of a Parisian 
garden really had me excited.”

“Paris was the only place I couldn’t wait to 
go from the age of 10 and I visited it several 
times in my life,” Inna explained of the genesis 
of her wedding vision. “I fell in love with it! I 
let Krystel run with the plan, and we became 
more hands-on as the day neared. In the end, 
our wedding was a collaboration of both of 
our efforts. 

“We had a very small wedding, just 50 
people. We’re very selective about our group 
of friends so we wanted to be able to know 
everyone at the wedding, people who truly 
cared about us.”

No wedding story would be complete 
without details of the bride’s gown. For Inna, 
it was Vera Wang.

“I didn’t grow up dreaming about my 
wedding because I was always career oriented 
and I thought I’d be at MGM forever, meet 
someone and get married at city hall and call it 
a day. When this process started and I realized 
I’m getting the wedding of anyone’s dreams, I 
still thought I’d go with something simple like 
a modest boat neckline in a satin A-line gown. 
That was before I met Krystel. She took me 

in bloom and in love ::

to a couple of boutiques. I saw this glowing dress 
and just had to try it on. It was so dramatic, a 
mermaid style, with tulle flowers on the bottom. 
I didn’t think it was going to be appropriate until 
I put it on. That was it! That was what I wanted 
deep inside.

“We selected the blush-colored Vera Wang 
bridesmaids dresses in Las Vegas. My maid of 
honor tried it on and it was perfect! I wanted all 
of my bridesmaids to be happy and look and feel 
good, and it was the perfect dress for all of them.”

As for the men…
“I had purchased a Gucci tuxedo, and I wanted 

the groomsmen to look similar without having to 
pay $5,000 for a tux,” said Matthew. “We found 
a very similar style by Vera Wang. You can tell the 
difference by the number of buttons.”

Shortly after the ceremony, Matthew 
surprised his bride with a flyover -- an airplane 
carrying a banner that read Congratulations. “No 
one knew about it. It was one of the highlights of 
the day. Now it will be hard for my single friends 
to top at their weddings.”

Hot air balloons flew over during the cocktail 
hour where they served a raw bar, lobster tacos 
and their signature drink, The Moscow Mule, 
made with ginger beer and vodka. And, as an 
homage to how they met, there was both a 
roulette and blackjack table. Dinner -- which they 
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called magnificent -- was catered by Dolce and consisted of duck breast 
and lamb. However, dessert was a little non-traditional.

“We didn’t want the big crazy cake no one would eat,” Inna said. 
“We like sweets, so we had a small cake and a dessert table. We 
found a bakery in La Jolla owned by Michelle Coulon. We walked 
in, saw all these gorgeous organic cakes, and every one we bit into 
was heaven.”

When it came to music and dancing, they couldn’t decide 
between a band and a DJ, but in the end, they opted for the DJ. “My 
side is Ukrainian, so there were certain songs we definitely had to 
play for the grandparents,” said Inna, “so we felt a DJ was best for us 
because he could get the songs in a traditional way that we all knew 
and enjoyed.

“Realistically, you don’t remember much about your wedding. 
I remember everything right until I walked out, but you’re trying 
so hard to take everything in and be in the moment, it escapes you. 
When you look at photos, you start remembering things.”

“It was a fairytale wedding. Everything was top shelf, from the 
linens to the tents to the food and the dress – everything was amazing! 
It was very whimsical, very outdoorsy. Inna does things with style,” 
said Cathy, one of Inna’s bridesmaids and Las Vegas resident. “She’s 
seen it all and done so much for others, so when it was her turn, she 
didn’t short herself. She wanted the best of the best.”

On that note, Inna has a bit of advice for future brides. “I would 
advise hiring a good wedding planner. It made my experience so 
incredible and allowed me to enjoy the process rather than stress. 
You want to enjoy your wedding. As far as a budget, whatever it is, 
double it to be realistic. We actually tripled ours, from $40,000 to 
$120,000, but it was wonderful!”

“We wanted the wedding that we got,” concluded Matthew. q
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